Comparison of hydroxyl radical formation in aqueous solutions at different ultrasound frequencies and powers using the salicylic acid dosimeter.
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Abstract
Ultrasonic frequencies of 20 kHz, 382 kHz, 584 kHz, 862 kHz (and 998 kHz) have been compared with regard to energy output and hydroxyl radical formation utilising the salicylic acid dosimeter. The 862 kHz frequency inputs 6 times the number of Watts into water, as measured by calorimetry, with the other frequencies having roughly the same value under very similar conditions. A plausible explanation involving acoustic fountain formation is proposed although enhanced coupling between this frequency and water cannot be discounted. Using the salicylic acid dosimeter and inputting virtually the same Wattages it is established that 862 kHz is around 10% more efficient at generating hydroxyl radicals than the 382 kHz but both of these are far more effective than the other frequencies. Also, it is found that as temperature increases to 42 °C then the total dihydroxybenzoic acid (Total DHBA) produced is virtually identical for 382 kHz and 862 kHz, though 582 kHz is substantially lower, when the power levels are set at approximately 9 Watts for all systems. An equivalent power level of 9 W could not be obtained for the 998 kHz transducer so a direct comparison could not be made in this instance. These results have implications for the optimum frequencies chosen for both Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOPs) and organic synthesis augmented by ultrasound.
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1. Introduction
Advanced Oxidative Processes (AOP’s) rely on the production of hydroxyl radicals (HO\(^{*}\)) for the destruction of pollutants. There are a variety of ways in which HO\(^{*}\) can be produced in water, usually involving oxidising agents such as O\(_3\) and H\(_2\)O\(_2\) along with metal ions or UV/Vis light \([1,2]\). The most commonly used techniques include the Fenton and related reactions \([3,4]\), ozone and photolysis of ozone \([5,6]\), titanium dioxide/UV light processes \([7]\), hydrogen peroxide/UV light \([8]\) and photo-Fenton reactions \([9]\). Recently there has been an upsurge in reports on the use of ultrasound to generate hydroxyl radicals especially for wastewater treatment \([10]\) and many studies have been performed in order to maximise the amount of HO\(^{*}\) produced by sonication \([11-14]\).

As well as being the second most powerful oxidant, after fluorine, hydroxyl radicals are exceptionally reactive and require specialized techniques for their detection. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance \([15]\), Fricke \([16]\), iodide dosimetry \([17]\) and other chemical dosimeters, where the HO\(^{*}\) reacts with organic scavengers, have all been utilised to give relative measurements of hydroxyl radical production. Chemical dosimeters work on the principle that quantification of the products of hydroxyl radical attack gives an indication as to the amount of hydroxyl radicals produced. The terephthalate dosimeter forms 2-hydroxyterephthalate on reaction with HO\(^{*}\) and the product can be quantified using fluorescence \([18,19]\). However, the most common chemical dosimeter is salicylic acid/salicylate (SA) and this is the technique that was used in this study.

One of the first uses of salicylic acid as a chemical dosimeter to detect hydroxyl radicals was in \textit{in vivo} studies. Hydroxyl radicals were generated by Fenton reactions and the products of hydroxylation of salicylate were separated by HPLC and detected electrochemically \([20]\). Later work used HPLC-ECD to determine the amount of salicylate hydroxylation as an \textit{in vivo} marker of oxidative stress \([21,22]\) and the mechanisms of hydroxyl radical formation in the hypoxanthine/xanthine oxidase system were estimated using...
an HPLC method of dihydroxybenzoic acid quantification [23]. An improved method for determining hydroxyl free radicals in vivo using salicylic acid with liquid chromatography and electrochemical detection has also been reported [24] and a similar process was utilised in the assay for free hydroxyl radicals during in vitro experiments with thiols [25].

Other than in vivo studies little work has been done using the salicylic acid dosimeter. Jen et al [26] detected hydroxyl radicals, generated via the Fenton reaction, by measurement of hydroxylated salicylic acids and a similar method was used to study the production of HO* at a lead dioxide electrode [27]. Albarran and Schuler examined the radiolytic oxidation of SA [28], Masten et al. used SA as a model compound to investigate hydroxyl radical reactions in the ozonation-membrane filtration hybrid process [29] and SA has been evaluated as a liquid phase scrubbing technique to monitor atmospheric hydroxyl radicals [30]. Hydroxyl radicals can also be formed using hydrodynamic cavitation and Arrojo et al. applied salicylic acid dosimetry to evaluate this system as an advanced oxidation process [31]. The operation of a hydrodynamic cavitation reactor was optimised by varying the inlet pressure, shape of the orifice and concentration of SA. Interestingly when hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation was used simultaneously a 15% increase in hydroxyl radical generation was observed [32]. The intensification of hydroxyl radical production in sonochemical reactors has also been studied. The effect of different operating conditions such as pH, power, additives (haloalkanes, titanium dioxide and iron) and gases (air and oxygen) on the extent of hydroxyl radical production was investigated using SA dosimetry [33]. More recently SA dosimetry has been used to determine the effects of certain parameters of a sonochemical reactor. Using a 25 statistical design it was found that only the SA concentration and the reactor geometry were significant factors [34]. This work was extended to an examination of the correlation between hydroxyl radical production and theoretical pressure distribution in a sonochemical reactor [35].
There are a number of requirements when choosing a chemical dosimeter to determine relative HO\(^*\) production. The reaction rate must be similar to that of hydroxyl radicals (1 x 10\(^6\) to 1 x 10\(^9\) M\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)), the oxidation products should be stable and specific to hydroxyl radical attack (not other oxidants such as hydrogen peroxide) and oxidation products must be easily separated and quantifiable with high sensitivity. Salicylic acid meets all these criteria and was utilised in this current work whereby SA and its products were quantified by HPLC and detected with a UV detector. Additionally, SA is relatively non-polar, only slightly soluble and being hydrophobic accumulates at the bubble wall rather than in the bulk solution and is therefore readily available for hydroxyl radical trapping.

Hydroxyl radical attack of salicylic acid can produce 3 main products: 2,3-dihydroxybenzoic acid (2,3-DHBA), 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (2,5-DHBA) and, in some instances, catechol although many other minor products have been identified such as 1,4-dihydroxybenzene, Z,Z-muconic acid, maleic acid, fumaric acid, D,L-malic acid, oxalic acid, malonic acid and acetic acid [36,37]. Depending on the precise reaction conditions many parameters, such as the type of oxidation process, the presence or absence of metals or oxygen, and time of oxidation various quantities of 2,3-DHBA, 2,5-DHBA and catechol can be produced [38], though in the current study only 2,3-DHBA and 2,5-DHBA were detected (Fig 1). Albarran and Schuler [28] note that, in contrast to phenol, the reaction of the electrophilic HO\(^*\) is favoured at the ortho-position as a result of higher electron density being present at this position due to hydrogen bonding in salicylic acid.
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Fig. 1: Main products from the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with salicylic acid.
In any acoustic cavitation event there are millions of cavitation bubbles undergoing transient or stable cavitation [39]. This acoustic cavitation phenomenon is responsible for the production of free radicals [40], however, the experimental conditions e.g. frequency, temperature, intensity, dissolved gases, presence of additives, geometry of reaction vessel and height of reaction liquid all effect hydroxyl radical production, and changes in these parameters can drastically alter acoustic cavitation and alter the amount of hydroxyl radicals produced [34,41-46]. The aim of the current research was to compare hydroxyl radical production at a number of ultrasound frequencies (20 kHz, 382 kHz, 584 kHz, 862 kHz and 998 kHz) and, as far as practicable, to keep the experimental conditions constant.

2. Materials and Methods

A salicylic acid stock solution (500µM; Aldrich) was prepared in deionised water and, for all the experiments; the stock solution (100 mL) was subjected to sonication for 1hr at different frequencies. All solutions, standards and experimental samples were filtered through 0.2µM filter units to remove any particulates prior to use or analysis on the HPLC.

The ultrasound equipment used in these experiments was either a Misonix Ultrasonic Liquid Processor operating at 20 kHz (Fig 2a) or a Meinhardt Ultraschalltechnik high frequency sonicator with a Meinhardt Power Amplifier (Fig 2b). The high frequency sonicator has two transducers: F701 operating at 382 kHz and 998 kHz and the F712 transducer operating at 584 kHz and 862 kHz.
The concentrations of the salicylic acid and its hydroxylated products were quantified by using high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC, Waters 1575 Binary HPLC Pump with 717 plus Auto sampler and 2487 Dual λ Absorbance Detector). The mobile phase was a 60:40 ratio of phosphoric acid (0.02M; pH 2.5) and methanol, with a flow rate of 1 mL min\(^{-1}\), a column temperature of 30 °C and a 20 μL injection volume. The UV detector wavelength was set at 325 nm with a chromatogram run time of 12 min.

Calibration curves for dependency of peak area on concentration were established with standard solutions of salicylic acid as well as its hydroxylated products, 2,3-DHBA (Aldrich) and 2,5-DHBA (Aldrich). Samples were collected every 15 min and filtered before analysis.
2.1 Determination of Power Output of Ultrasound Frequencies by Calorimetry

A thermometer was used to measure the change in temperature of a known volume of deionised water over a specific time and a series of amplitudes were measured for the different frequencies.

For the 20 kHz sonicator a standard volume of water (100 mL) was placed in a 250 mL beaker (internal diameter = 62.5 mm), the probe was positioned 20 mm from the bottom of the beaker and a thermometer was used to allow the temperature to be monitored. The 20 kHz sonication experiments were conducted at 70%, 50%, 30%, 10%, 4% and 1% amplitude and pulsed on for 4s and off for 2s for precisely recorded times.

For the high frequency sonications a standard volume of water (100 mL) was put in the reaction vessel (internal diameter = 62.5 mm). The thermometer was suspended in the liquid to allow the temperature to be monitored. The high frequency sonicator amplitude was varied as required depending on the specific frequency chosen and then sonicated for precisely recorded times.

2.2 Salicylic Acid Dosimetry

2.2.1 Use of 20 kHz Sonication

A standard volume of salicylic acid (500 µM; 100 mL) was put into a 250 mL beaker which was then was placed in a 2 L ice bath filled with crushed ice and tap water (400 mL). The 20 kHz sonicator probe was positioned, consistently, 20mm from the bottom in the 250 mL beaker. A thermometer was also positioned in the beaker to allow the temperature to be monitored. The 20 kHz sonicator experiments were all conducted at around 11 W and operated on a pulse mode of 4s on and 2s off until 1 hour of sonication was completed. A sample (2 mL) was removed for HPLC analysis after 0, 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes of sonication.
2.2.2 High Frequency Sonication

The transducer, rubber gasket and jacketed glass reaction vessel were held together by a Perspex clamp. A standard volume of salicylic acid (500µM; 100 mL) was put in the reaction vessel, a thermometer was suspended in the reaction liquid and cooling was achieved with a flow of cold water through the reactor jacket. The high frequency sonicator amplitude was set at an appropriate amplitude, depending on the specific frequency chosen, and sonicated for 1 hour. A sample (2 mL) was removed for HPLC analysis after 0, 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes of sonication.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Calorimetry

The power output, in Watts, of each frequency was determined by: Watts = Joules s⁻¹ and the number of joules was calculated by using Q = c m ΔT where Q = number of joules; c = specific heat of water = 4.18 (J g⁻¹ °C⁻¹); m = mass of water used (g) and ΔT = change in temp (°C)

All calorimetric measurements were conducted below 33°C, as this was the maximum temperature of the thermometer used, however initial temperatures varied. This variation has no influence on calorimetry results as it has been reported that the temperature rise due to the application of ultrasound is independent of the initial temperature of the liquid between 0 °C and 40 °C [43,47].

The values of the calculated Wattages at the various amplitude settings for the five available frequencies are shown in Table 1. The 20 kHz sonicator shows a reasonable linear relationship between amplitude and wattage though the sonicator was not operated above 70% amplitude in order to prevent damage to the equipment. Of all the available high frequencies, 584 kHz and 862 kHz were the only ones that produced over 9 watts of power, (9.8W and 64W respectively), with the latter being far higher than any of the other as seen graphically in Fig 3. The exact reason why 862 kHz produces at
least 6 times more power is largely unknown and is an area of current investigation. However, one explanation could be the formation of an acoustic fountain, which has been observed at various high frequencies [48]. Visual observations of the operation of the 862 kHz transducer at 9W indicated slight surface deformation and at 64W atomisation was observed making progressive production of an acoustic fountain at increased wattage seem a viable explanation as to why this frequency produced more heat, therefore, giving a higher Wattage than the other high frequencies. The above explanation may account for the fact that all the frequencies are roughly linear when amplitude is plotted against Watts except for 862 kHz (Fig 3).

Table 1: Calculated Wattages at Various Amplitude Settings for the 5 Available Ultrasound Frequencies (n=3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (kHz)</th>
<th>Amplitude Setting</th>
<th>1%</th>
<th>4%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>70%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 pulsed (4on /2off)</td>
<td>11W</td>
<td>12W</td>
<td>16W</td>
<td>23W</td>
<td>28W</td>
<td>35W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (kHz)</th>
<th>Amplitude Setting</th>
<th>35%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>65%</th>
<th>80%</th>
<th>95%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>382</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.3W</td>
<td>5.3W</td>
<td>8.0W</td>
<td>7.1W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.7W</td>
<td>8.2W</td>
<td>9.2W</td>
<td>9.8W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>862</td>
<td>4W</td>
<td>8.9W</td>
<td>17W</td>
<td>43W</td>
<td>57W</td>
<td>64W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>998</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2W</td>
<td>3.1W</td>
<td>3.9W</td>
<td>4.0W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Salicylate Dosimetry

3.2.1 Standard Solutions

For salicylic acid the RSD at all the prepared concentrations was less than 1% indicating the method was precise. This coupled with an average $R^2$ value of 0.9992, leads to the conclusion that these results were both accurate and precise for determination of salicylic acid concentrations within the range of 50µM to 600µM. Outwith this linear range an estimate can only be made of the concentration from the determined peak area but experimentally the SA concentrations were observed between 350µM to 510µM. Similar results were obtained for 2,3-DHBA (2µM - 20µM; $R^2 = 0.9994$) and 2,5-DHBA (2µM - 20µM; $R^2 = 0.9994$) and for all calibration standards RSD = <1%.

3.2.2 Sonication of Salicylic Acid

The application of ultrasound to a solution of salicylic acid (500µM) dissolved in water produced only 2,3-dihydroxybenzoic acid and 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid and there were no additional peaks in the HPLC chromatogram to
indicate the production of catechol or any other hydroxyl radical addition products. An estimate of the relative amount of hydroxyl radical production can be made by combining the concentrations of 2,3-DHBA and 2,5-DHBA produced, to give a relative dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHBA) concentration. This DHBA concentration relates to the relative amount of hydroxyl radicals produced but it is not an absolute measure of hydroxyl radical concentration as additional reactions shown in Fig 4 can occur and reduce the number of HO$^*$ that escape from the cavitation bubble [49,50].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H}_2\text{O} & \rightarrow \text{H}^+ + \text{HO}^- \\
\text{HO}^- + \text{HO}^- & \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \\
\text{HO}^- + \text{HO}^- & \rightarrow \text{H}_2 + \text{O}_2 \\
\text{H}^- + \text{H}^- & \rightarrow \text{H}_2 \\
\text{H}^- + \text{HO}^- & \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 4: Fate of hydroxyl radicals

3.2.3. Sonication at 20 kHz
At 11W, the DHBA production is 5.1$\mu$M whereas a near 3-fold increase in wattage to 35W results in a 3-fold increase in DHBA production to 14.9$\mu$M, therefore, it is assumed there was at least a 3-fold increase in hydroxyl radical production. The intense shear forces produced by 20 kHz ultrasound was evident by erosion of the titanium tip of the 20 kHz probe, resulting in titanium powder appearing in the reaction mixture over time, suggesting that transient cavitation was more prevalent than stable cavitation.

3.2.4 Higher frequency Sonication
With 382 kHz and 5.3W the total DHBA production was 36$\mu$M and this increased to around 50$\mu$M at 8W. There is no significant difference in total DHBA production at 8W (amplitude 95%) and 7.1W (amplitude 100%). Generally, as intensity increases so does the yield of the reaction, irrespective
of the detection method used, until an optimum is reached beyond which no further increase is observed [51]. It is proposed that for 382 kHz 8W (amplitude 95%) is close to the optimum intensity for this system. With 584 kHz there was little difference in the DHBA production going from 4W (25.4 µM) to 9.2W with the highest concentration of 27 µM at 8.2W.

When the total concentration of DHBA is plotted against power for 862 kHz it is found to be linear from 3.9W (29.2 µM) to 17W and the maximum value at 17W was 81 µM. Unlike at 584 kHz the optimum intensity does not seem to have been reached at 862 kHz despite operating at 17W. It was possible to continue to increase the wattage up to the available maximum of 64W, but no experiments were conducted above 17W due to the difficulty in cooling the reaction mixture. Should any future experiments require the wattage to be above 17W, use of a cooling unit would be required so as not to exceed the maximum operating temperature of the transducer (60 °C).

It is proposed that the progression towards creation of an acoustic fountain causes the high power detected at 862 kHz. Although experiments above 17W should significantly increase the production of hydroxyl radicals it is inevitable that an optimum would be reached, though perhaps not within the limits of this equipment. Henglein et al. [52] have shown that increasing the intensity beyond that which produces an acoustic fountain, decreases hydroxyl radical production. Below this threshold level there is deformation of the liquid gas surface and they suggest that this is produced by the surface of the liquid reflecting the ultrasound wave. On formation of an acoustic fountain the surface is disrupted by atomisation, therefore, reflection is reduced and cavitation efficiency is adversely affected resulting in decreased hydroxyl radical production.

For a frequency of 998 KHz it was found that 4W (the maximum output available for this frequency) produced only 3.9 µM of total DHBA.

3.2.5 Input of Similar Wattages
It is very clear that the 862 kHz transducer inputs by far the most energy into the system as reflected in the calorimetric results. However, this startling finding may just be due to the high power available for heating and inducing chemical reactions. Therefore the effect of maintaining the power input constant on the total DHBA production was studied. Fig. 5 shows the differences in DHBA produced after sonication for 60 min with an input of approximately 9W for each transducer. (998 kHz is absent from this figure as this transducer is incapable of generating 9W). A frequency of 862 kHz still produces the most total DHBA (59µM) but 382 kHz is not that much lower (48µM).

![Graph of production of Total DHBA after 1hr sonication at various frequencies](image)

**Fig. 5:** Graph of production of Total DHBA after 1hr sonication at various frequencies; as shown in table 1 this energy input in each case was approximately 9 W (n=3) and temperature for 20 kHz was 25 °C ± 1 °C and the higher frequencies were 38 °C ± 3 °C

The calculated RSD values indicate similar levels of consistency between experimental replicates (n=3), with an overall average RSD for these 4 frequencies of 4.2%. The lowest concentration was produced by 20 kHz (5.1µM), however, the 20 kHz experiments were conducted under different operating conditions (pulsed delivery of ultrasound, higher intensity and a probe configuration) compared to the high frequency experiments (continuous delivery of ultrasound and similar intensity at 382 kHz, 584 kHz and 862 kHz).
Although operated under completely different experimental conditions, 20 kHz appears to be the least efficient frequency for production of hydroxyl radicals. This is in agreement with earlier findings [53-55] where 20 kHz was found to be less effective at producing hydroxyl radicals than 500 kHz, 487 kHz and 900 kHz respectively. However, none of these studies utilised the salicylic acid dosimeter.

It is not unexpected that 20 kHz appears to be inefficient in producing hydroxyl radicals, compared to higher frequencies, as large transient cavitation bubbles are produced at low frequency [41]. These bubbles have an estimated lifetime of 300 x 10^{-7}s [56] and violently collapse “entrapping” HO•, so that additional reactions are generally favoured [50] over “escape” into the bulk media to react with organic molecules [26]. In comparison, small stable cavitation bubbles are produced at high frequency [50]. The lifetime of bubbles reduces as frequency increases (3 x 10^{-7}s for 514 kHz), however, the number of times cavitation is induced increases at higher frequency [31]. The collapse of these smaller short-lived stable cavitation bubbles is less violent (than transient bubble collapse) allowing the hydroxyl radicals produced to more easily escape into the bulk media to potentially react with organic molecules.

Of the other frequencies studied, (382 kHz, 584 kHz and 862 kHz) a direct comparison can be made as to the levels of total DHBA and hence relative hydroxyl radical production, as operating conditions were generally consistent. Temperature is the only parameter that could not be closely controlled across the three frequencies although there was consistency in temperature with experimental replicates at each frequency (temperature variation is discussed below). Each frequency was applied at 9W and the order of effectiveness was 862 kHz (59.3µM), 382 kHz (48.1µM) and 584 kHz (21.2µM). A previous study showed that as frequency increases, sonoluminescence intensity decreases at the following frequencies: 213 kHz > 355 kHz > 647 kHz > 1056 kHz [45]. It has also been proposed that 200 kHz is the optimum frequency when using iodide dosimetry [51] and H_2O_2 production [57] as methods of
determining levels of produced hydroxyl radicals. In contrast it was found that 358 kHz out performs 205 kHz for destruction of methyl \textit{tert}-butyl ether [58]. Work by Hartmann \textit{et al.} [59] compared drug degradation at 216 kHz, 617 kHz and 850 kHz rating the frequencies as 617 kHz > 216 kHz > 850 kHz. Also the study by Saez \textit{et al.} [60] showed that with \textit{p}-nitrophenol as dosimeter the ratings were 580 kHz > 850 kHz > 380 kHz. Interestingly, these are the only comparative studies using a frequency close to 862 kHz and neither rated 850 kHz as the most effective unlike that found in the present research.

As previously discussed, there are a number of factors that can influence the formation of hydroxyl radicals. A high production of hydroxyl radicals at 382 kHz, using salicylic acid as the dosimeter, is in general agreement with the literature. However, it was not possible, here, to investigate frequencies of ~200 kHz and ~600 kHz which have been reported to produce large amounts of hydroxyl radicals. The most unexpected result was that of 862 kHz having the highest DHBA production of 59.3\textmu M. This is not supported by any prior reports but as previously stated Martinez-Tarifa \textit{et al.} [34] noted that little literature exists for sonochemical studies using salicylic acid as the dosimeter. Although 862 kHz has been used for the degradation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) it was found that 582 kHz out-performed 862 kHz [61].

In the current work the frequency of 862 kHz, and the particular configuration of reaction vessel, may create the optimum conditions for production of hydroxyl radicals. This frequency may also be most favourable for the salicylic acid dosimeter, with regard to cavitation bubble size and release of HO\textsuperscript{*} to the bulk media on cavitation bubble collapse. Although the concentration of salicylic acid remained constant at 500\textmu M for all experiments, the slightly hydrophobic nature of salicylic acid favours the dosimeter residing at the gas-liquid interface. This allows produced hydroxyl radicals easier access to this dosimeter [31], as opposed to one which resides in the bulk media. It may be possible that there is an ideal ratio between the volume of the cavitation bubble at 862 kHz (as frequency determines bubble size), the number of salicylic acid molecules around the bubble in the gas-
liquid interface and the amount of HO* produced on bubble collapse. This would allow efficient oxidation of salicylic acid by a greater number of the hydroxyl radicals produced. In addition, to the solubility of the dosimeter, other factors such as the onset of an acoustic fountain [52] and the possible existence of a unique resonance frequency may also account for the high hydroxyl radical production at 862 kHz.

3.4 Effect of Temperature

It became evident during analysis of results that the temperature of the reaction solution, especially at higher frequencies, plays a role in the amount of total DHBA produced and, therefore, the consistency of experimental replicates (Fig. 5). It has been noted that contrary to the effects seen in traditional chemical reactions, an increase in temperature generally results in a decrease in reaction yield for sonochemical experiments [43,62,63]. Although at 20 kHz it has been shown that lower temperatures favour greater reaction yields [55,64], this was not the case for the high frequencies examined during this project. However, it has been reported that high frequency experiments have an optimum temperature over which reaction yield decreases and this optimum is dependent on frequency, intensity and the detection method [55,64,65].

![Figure 6: Effects of Reaction Temperature on Total DHBA production at Various High Frequencies after 1hr sonication; approximately 9W](image-url)
Fig. 6 shows that at 382 kHz, between 32.5 °C and 43 °C, DHBA production and, therefore, hydroxyl radical generation, was more effective as temperature increased. At 300 kHz, Merouani et al. [65] found that for 3 detection systems examined over the same temperature range 25 °C to 55 °C, as temperature increased iodine production reduced and Fricke and H₂O₂ production increased. In the present work there was little difference in DHBA production at 584 kHz despite there being a 3 °C temperature difference and this consistency of results may be attributed to the work being carried out within an optimum temperature range. Others have shown that for 500 kHz, between 10 °C and 60 °C, the optimum temperature for production of H₂O₂ (which can be directly attributed to production of hydroxyl radicals) in sonicated water is between 35 °C and 40 °C [64]. Interestingly, at 862 kHz, as the temperature increased from 34.5 °C to 42 °C so did the production of total DHBA (Fig. 6), though at 43 °C, 382 kHz produced virtually same amount of DHBA as the 862 kHz at 42 °C.

4.0 Conclusions

It has been shown that with the high frequency equipment operating at 862 kHz then calorimetry measurements indicate that the amount of energy available is around 6 times that of any of the other frequencies employed. When using a volume of liquid (100 mL), with a concentration of salicylic acid (500μM), operated at an average temperature of 41 °C, 862 kHz is also the optimum frequency for the production of hydroxyl radicals and that the amount produced is greater than that obtained with 382 kHz and 584 kHz, when the power of each is approximately 9W. Further work is on-going in order to determine if 862 kHz is best frequency for hydroxyl radical production when other dosimeters such as terephthalate, p-nitrophenol, Fricke or iodide are used.
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